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MOCK PARLIAMENT 

 
As RNB Global University is a nurturing ground for future 
Advocates, Lawyers, and Bureaucrats; The Faculty of Law & Arts 
organized  a Mock Parliament Competition on the 10th January 2023 
where students play the role of various parliamentarians and discuss a 
spectrum of issues ranging from political, economic and social problems 
faced in the country. 
 
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal- Honorable Union Minister of State 
Parliamentary Affairs & Culture was the Chief Guest for the day.  
 
The theme for the competition was Uniform Civil Code. As a Members 
of Parliament holding important portfolios or as members of the 
opposition, the students presented their views on the Bill on Union 
Civil Code, and argued in the favor and against the Bill. The event had 
two sessions; whereby, in the first session, the bill was discussed and 
argued upon and in the second session, the opposition posed 
questions for the ruling party. The students emerge as youth leaders 
in trying to understand the burning issues of the country and 
attempting to find solutions. 

The winners for the Mock Parliament 2023 were: 
 

1. Best Parliamentarian: Surya, BA.LL.B. – VIII 

2. Best Leader in Opposition: Ayushi Sharma, BA.LL.B. – VIII 

3. Best Leader in Ruling : Tisha Sharma, BBA.LL.B. – VIII 

4. Best Speaker : Chhaya Minni, BA.LL.B - IV 
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6th ANNUAL HR CONCLAVE 
 

The 6th Annual HR conclave, enlightening the youth about the changing role of HR, was organised on 13th 

January 2023 in RNB Global University. 

Unlike challenging economic times that have gone before, however, 2023 will see an increased focus on the 

employee experience as organisations seek to fill skills gaps, retain talent, and drive performance. There may be a 

recession, but there will be no rolling back on people culture and performance enablement. 

Human Resource Management in the 21st century has let go of the traditional HR landscape and has moved towards 

a more strategic and team centric approach. This means that organizations can now start working together as a 

liaison when it comes to the decision-making process. Now more than ever, most organizations have transitioned 

into a phase that has increased the pressure on managers and leaders to ensure that the Human Resource 

Management is effective and matches the demand for change. The 06th HR Conclave - 2023 aims to discuss the 

Human Resources role which has now changed to become more strategic and aligned with the business objectives 

and these roles has changed to implement talent strategies and support business results. 

The guest speakers for this conclave were: 

 
Mr. Suraj Sudhakar-Head - Global Total Rewards-Incentives and Variable Pay Design Expert- SAP -Gurugram 

Ms. Shefali Agarwal, Former-Head HR- JSW-Special Steel Products, New Delhi 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

EDUCATIONAL VISIT 
The students of RNB Global University on 19th January 2023 organized an educational tour for the students of                    

B.Sc. (Hons) Agriculture in Central Institute for Arid Horticulture. Its mandate is to provide basic, strategic and 

applied research to enhance sustainable productivity, quality and utilization of horticultural crops of arid and semi-

arid regions. 
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GUEST LECTURE ON INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF MILLETS 

 
The Government Of India had proposed to United Nations for declaring 2023 as International Year Of Millets 

(IYOM). The proposal of India was supported by 72 countries and United Nation’s General Assembly declared 

2023 as International Year of Millets on 5th March 2021. 

RNB Global University’s, School Of Agriculture organised a Guest Lecture related to International Year of 

Millets 2023 for all the agriculture students. The resource person Dr. P.C. Gupta and Dr. A.K. Sharma, 

professor of Genetic and Plant Breeding Department, SKRAU, Bikaner, explained to the students, why millets 

are beneficial for the farmers and especially the small farmers. 

CONGRATULATIONS TO RNB STUDENTS 
 

Congratulations to RNBGU Students for participating & 

winning titles in the National Moot court 

competition organised by Adamas University, 

Kolkata on 27th to 28th January 2023. 

The students, Paras Chugh, BBA.LL.B – IV and 

Nikilesh, BA.LL.B. – VIII won the award for Best 

Memorial from Petitioners Side and were awarded 

a cash prize of Rs. 5,000. 

RNB Global University congratulates them and 

wishes them a best of luck for their future 

endeavours. 

PLACEMENT DRIVE 

 
RNB Global University in association with                        

Reliance Retail conducted a Campus Placement Drive 

on 24th January 2023. Mr. Raakesh Agrawal-Regional 

Head HR-Reliance Retail along with his HR team 

conducted the selection process of placement drive. The 

process was categorised into three rounds: Aptitude 

Tests, HR Interview and Operational Interview. A total of 

03 students from our university got selected for 

placement in Reliance Retail. Congratulations to all the 

selected students. 



NEWS CORNER 
 

SHARES & TRADINGS NEWS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

INR 7lakh crores, this is the amount the Adani group has lost in the stock market over the last seven days. On 24th January 

Gautam Adani was the world’s 3rd richest person with a net worth of $120 billion. Just a week later, from 3rd position, he 

dropped to 15th position. Because an American investor group, Hindenburg, alleged that Gautam Adani had pulled of the 

‘biggest con in corporate history’. The report accused Adani’s companies of brazen stock manipulation and an accounting 

fraud schemes over the course of decades. Since the reports was published, various stocks of Adani’s companies have 

plummeted substantially. In just 5 trading sessions, Adani’s groups combined market value dropped by 38%. In-fact the 

SEBI initiated an investigation into the Adani group. Gautam Adani had to cancel an FPO follow on public offering. 

Interestingly, Hindenburg isn’t a research company. It has tried to ‘short sell’ Adani groups stocks. It means that if the 

groups stock go down, Hindenburg would go home with its pockets full. Adani Group published a 412-page long report in 

response to the charges. The group even alleged that Hindenburg is conspiring against India and not just itself. The 

groups CFO even compared this episode with Jallianwala Bagh massacre. He said how during the massacre, Indian 

soldiers fired shots at their fellow countrymen on the orders of a foreigner, similarly Indians are selling stocks of their 

country’s company because of research published by a foreign institution. This episode has made people panic and 

ponder over the future of the Indian stock market. Hindenburg is a research investment company founded in 2017. It has 

exposed and targeted many companies in the past. Its latest target is the Adani group. That is why this report is gaining so 

much attention. Apart from being a research company, Hindenburg is also an investor, it earns money using research 

through short selling. Hindenburg even published a research report to convince the market that the Adani group was 

committing a fraud, prompting everybody to start selling the stocks, causing their prices to go down and ultimately 

earning Hindenburg a hefty profit. There’s one question in everyone’s mind, what impact will this episode  have on the 

Indian economy? The Adani group is one of the biggest Indian businesses. Its operations span’s over 6 airports, 13 

seaports, roads, power, renewable energy, gas distribution, real estate, FMCG, financial services and media. One might 

criticize the Adani group but it was certainly going to play a crucial role in India’s economic growth. The Modi 

government was well aware of this, that’s why it accredited the Adani group with the responsibility of advancing the 

country’s infrastructure and becoming its partner in the other sectors as well. It is whether the group would be able to 

fulfil the promises it made to the Indian government and the public. If it fulfils the promises, the government would have 

no complaints, nor would the citizens and the investors of the Adani group. If it fails, it will not only let down the 

investors but all the Indian citizens whose future has been sealed with the fate of the Adani group. 
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